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Introduction
We have always argued that the concept of sustainability 

invites us to set aside our ideological and institutional 
assumptions and address global problems and needs with a 
sense of humility. The size of the sustainability challenges-
and, therefore, the potential opportunities for progress-exceed 
anything that has been faced in the history of mankind. Today, 
the major challenge is to strike a reasonable balance between 
usually conflicting issues. And, in the process of striking a 
reasonable balance, all sectors of society must learn to co-exist 
and, indeed, to actively collaborate if catastrophe is to be averted 
and a more ecologically sustainable, socially equitable and 
economically stable world is to be achieved for a world of up to 9 
billion people in the coming decades. And the textile and fashion 
sectors are not spare from this.

Many authors and organizations have analyzed the impact 
of the textile and fashion industry. Some of them include Slater 
K (2000), Allwood et al. [1], Fletcher [2], UK Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs [3], Ross [4], Dickson et al. 
[5], and Gwilt & Rissanen [6]. From a sustainability view, many 
times this industry operates to the detriment of environmental 
and social factors. The textile industry uses large quantities of 
water and energy (two of the most pressing issues worldwide), 
in addition to building waste, effluents and pollution. Both 
textile-fashionable or not fashionable- product manufacture 
and consumption are significant sources of environmental 
damage. As to social aspects, non-qualified jobs have been 
lost in regions that mostly relied on these industries. Another 
serious and still unresolved problem is the increasing flexibility 
textile and clothing industry companies need. Faced with fierce 
international competition, these companies find it more and 
more difficult to ensure job tenure. Let alone, the clandestine 
work proliferating both in developing and developed countries. 
Child labor continues being a fact in this sector despite the trend 
to reverse it thanks to the growing pressure of different agencies. 
In turn, fashion, in its worst form, encourages overconsumption,  

 
promotes shallow values to reach happiness, and also makes 
consumers feel stressed and insecure while causing very harmful 
effects on health such as bulimia and anorexia.

To fully commit both industries to the transition towards 
sustainability, we need to make a critical review of our 
thinking and our practices, and to develop a feasible vision and 
alternatives. That is, we need to engage in a thorough thinking 
process. However, this opportunity should be taken and realized 
from a sector and organization perspective, and even more 
deeply, from an individual perspective. 

Sustainable development is a notion of the world deeply 
different from the one that dominates our current thinking, 
and includes satisfying basic human needs such as justice, 
freedom, and dignity [7]. It is the vision through which we can 
build a different way of being (Ehrenfeld, 2002). We need to 
move away from purely objective and “rational” reasoning to 
consider the spiritual (...), and pragmatic [8]. In other words: 
to live by love, happiness or sustainability involves acquiring 
certain ethical values, and mental and spiritual openness, and 
putting in practice what we want to live [9]. Social illnesses, such 
as ambition, depression, envy or addictions, prevent us from 
discovering or taking our own place to help our world grow. We 
have to look for “meaning” and “deep values” [10]. According to 
André L. Delbecq in his work willing to be God’s Fool (2007), we 
should develop the virtues of humility, gratitude, and respect for 
others, as well as to acknowledge the greatness of this world and 
everything in it. He was not the first to note it: Martin Luther 
King Jr. (1959) referred to being humble, responsible, and active 
when doing our share. As explained by Doppelt [11], to discuss 
Sustainability, we should keep an open mind, starting with basic 
values in line with the ethics that we expect for the world that we 
wish to create: it means to move from “me” to “we” [11]. And it is 
here where “they” become essentially relevant [12].  And in this 
critical examination we might ask ourselves: 
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1. As a society

What do these two industries exist for? Who is/are their 
intended audience/s? Who do they benefit? Why does economic 
gain prevail to the detriment of the environment and human 
beings? And, more broadly, what do we expect from them as 
citizens?

2. As Industry Professionals

What are the expectations of workers and professionals in 
these industries? How can fashion be designed and produced so 
that we can thrive as human beings? 

3. For Industries and Ventures

Which business models foster sustainability values? How 
can a textile or fashion company be holistic and interconnected 
in a world that demands more and more transparency?

Sustainability in textiles and fashion requires more than 
reducing or eliminating the above impacts [13,14]. The analysis 
and subsequent response to these questions would also 
help fashion and textiles become a vehicle to improve living 
conditions, as well as to teach and convey values both within 
and outside the family. Moreover, they can also become a tool 
for dialogue between nations. Fashion and textile sustainability 
becomes meaningless if it fails to consider the personal reality 
of human beings. It is a matter of values and their relationship 
with virtues.
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